We calculate the non-normalized moments of the particle multiplicity within the framework of the hadron resonance gas (HRG) model. At finite chemical potential µ, a non-monotonic behavior is observed in the thermal evolution of third order moment (skewness S) and the higher order ones as well. Among others, this observation likely reflects dynamical fluctuations and strong correlations.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is conjectured that the partition function of the hadron resonance gas (HRG) gives a satisfactorily approximation to the non-singular part of the free energy of the Quantum Choromodynamics (QCD), especially in the hadronic phase. The higher order moments are assumed to reflect the large fluctuations associating the hadron-quark phase transition [1] .
This was the motivation of a remarkable number of experimental and theoretical studies [2] [3] [4] [5] . Recently, various calculations have shown that the higher order moments of the multiplicity distributions of some conserved quantities, such as net-baryon, net-charge, and net-strangeness, are sensitive to the correlation length ξ [6] [7] [8] , which in turn is related to the higher order moments, themselves. In realistic heavy-ion collisions, the correlation length is found to remain finite. Furthermore, the higher order multiplicity moments have gained prominence in high energy physics with a huge hope in pinpointing the QCD critical endpoint (CEP) [2] that likely connects the first order boundary separating the hadronic from the partonic matter at high density with the cross-over boundary at low density [9, 10] . In Ref [1] , a list of different moments of the particle multiplicity is introduced. As we move from lower order to higher order multiplicities, certain distribution functions are being added / subtracted. These distribution functions represent higher order correlations [1].
The particle multiplicities and their correlations are the observables providing information about the nature, composition and size of the medium from which they are originating. To determine the freeze-out parameters at various center-of-mass energies √ s N N , we utilize the analysis of the particle yields in terms of temperature T and baryon chemical potential µ.
The baryon density in the system which is related to the chemical potential is generated by the nucleon stopping in the collision region. The chemical freeze-out is defined as the stage in the evolution of the hadronic system when inelastic collisions cease and the relative particle ratios become fixed. Both T and µ can be related to √ s N N [11] .
Many reasons speak for utilizing the HRG model in predicting the hadron abundances and their thermodynamics. The HRG model seems to provide a good description for the thermal evolution of the thermodynamic quantities in the hadronic matter [10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and has been successfully utilized to characterize the conditions deriving the chemical freeze-out at finite densities [1, 20, 21] . In light of this, HRG can be used in calculating the higher order moments of particle multiplicity using a grand canonical partition function of an ideal gas with all experimentally observed states up to a certain large mass as constituents. The HRG grand canonical ensemble includes two important features [10] ; the kinetic energies and the summation over all degrees of freedom and energies of the resonances. On other hand, it is known that the formation of resonances can only be achieved through strong interactions [22] ; Resonances (fireballs) are composed of further resonances (fireballs), which in turn consist of resonances (fireballs) and so on. In other words, the contributions of the hadron resonances to the partition function are the same as that of free particles with some effective mass. At temperatures comparable to the resonance half-width, the effective mass approaches the physical one [10] . Thus, at high temperatures, the strong interactions are conjectured to be taken into consideration through including heavy resonances. It is found
that the hadron resonances with masses up to 2 GeV are representing suitable constituents for the partition function [10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Such a way, the singularity expected at the Hagedorn temperature [12, 13] can be avoided and the strong interactions are assumed to be considered.
Nevertheless, the validity of HRG is limited to temperatures below the critical one, T c .
In this paper, we study the non-normalized higher order moments of the particle multiplicity in the HRG model in section II. The normalized higher order moments are discussed in section III. The thermal evolution of second, third and fourth order moments and their products (ratios) are studied at different chemical potentials µ. Section IV is devoted to introduce the novel condition describing the freeze-out parameters and their dependence on √ s N N . The conclusions are outlined in section V.
II. THE HADRON RESONANCE GAS MODEL
In a grand canonical ensemble, it is straightforward to derive an expression for the pressure. The hadron resonances treated as a free gas [10, [12] [13] [14] [15] are conjectured to add to the thermodynamic pressure in the hadronic phase (below T c ). This statement is valid for free as well as for strongly interacting resonances. It has been shown that the thermodynamics of strongly interacting system can also be approximated to an ideal gas composed of hadron resonances with masses ≤ 2 GeV [10, 23] . Therefore, the confined phase of QCD, the hadronic phase, is modelled as a non-interacting gas of resonances. The grand canonical partition function reads
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system and T (µ) is the temperature (chemical potential).
The Hamiltonian is given by the sum of the kinetic energies of relativistic Fermi and Bose particles. The main motivation of using this Hamiltonian is that it contains all relevant degrees of freedom of confined and strongly interacting matter. It includes implicitly the interactions that result in resonance formation. In addition, it has been shown that this model can submit a quite satisfactory description of particle production in heavy-ion collisions. With the above assumptions the dynamics the partition function can be calculated exactly and be expressed as a sum over single-particle partition functions Z 1 i of all hadrons and their resonances.
where
is the i−th particle dispersion relation, g i is spin-isospin degeneracy factor and ± stands for bosons and fermions, respectively.
Before the discovery of QCD, a probable phase transition of a massless pion gas to a new phase of matter was speculated [24] . Based on statistical models like Hagedorn [25] and
Bootstrap [26] , the thermodynamics of such an ideal pion gas is studied, extensively. After the QCD, the new phase of matter is known as quark gluon plasma (QGP). The physical picture was that at T c the additional degrees of freedom carried by QGP are to be released resulting in an increase in the thermodynamic quantities like energy and pressure densities.
The success of hadron resonance gas model in reproducing lattice QCD results at various quark flavours and masses (below T c ) changed this physical picture drastically. Instead of releasing additional degrees of freedom at T > T c , the interacting system reduces its effective degrees of freedom at T < T c . In other word, the hadron gas has much more degrees of freedom than QGP.
At finite temperature T and baryon chemical potential µ i , the pressure of the i-th hadron or resonance species reads
As no phase transition is conjectured in HRG, summing over all hadron resonances results in the final thermodynamic pressure in the hadronic phase.
The switching between hadron and quark chemistry is given by the relations between the hadronic chemical potentials and the quark constituents; µ i = 3 n b µ q + n s µ S , where n b (n s ) being baryon (strange) quantum number. The chemical potential assigned to the light quarks is µ q = (µ u + µ d )/2 and the one assigned to strange quark reads µ S = µ q − µ s .
The strangeness chemical potential µ S is calculated as a function of T and µ i under the assumption that the overall strange quantum number has to remain conserved in heavy-ion collisions [10] .
III. NORMALIZED HIGHER ORDER MOMENTS OF PARTICLE MULTIPLIC-ITY
The normalization of higher order moments which can be deduced through derivatives of Eq. (3) with respect to the chemical potential µ of given charges, apparently gives additional insights about the properties of higher order moments. From statistical point of view, the normalization is done with respect to the standard deviation σ, which is be related to ξ.
Therefore, it provides with a tool to relate moments with various orders to the experimental measurement. The susceptibility of the distribution give a measure for σ. The normalization of 4−th order moment is known as heteroskedacity or kurtosis. It means varying volatility or more accurately, varying variance. Actually, the kurtosis is given by normalized 4−th order moment minus 3. The subtraction of 3, which arises from the Gaussian distribution, is usually omitted [27] [28] [29] . Therefore, the kurtosis is an ideal quantity for probing the non-Gaussian fluctuation feature as expected near T c and critical endpoint.
A sign change of skewness or kurtosis is conjectured to indicate that the system crosses a boundary that might change the symmetry [30, 31] . As HRG is valid below T c , the sign change is not accessible. It has been shown that kurtosis κ is related to ∼ ξ 7 [6] . The Hadrons µ=0 µ=42 µ=84 µ=126 µ=168 µ=210 µ=252 kurtosis in bosonic and fermionic resonances, respectively, reads
A. Products of higher order moments
There are several techniques to scale the correlation functions. The survey system's optional statistics module represents the most common technique i.e., Pearson or product moment correlation. This module includes the so-called partial correlation which seems to be useful when the relationship between two variables is to be highlighted, while effect of one or two other variables can be removed. In the present work, we study the products of higher order moments of the distributions of conserved quantities. The justification of this step is that certain products can be directly connected to the corresponding susceptibilities as observed in lattice QCD simulations and related to the long range correlations [30, 32, 33] .
Seeking for simplicity, we start with the Boltzmann approximation.
functions, the σ 2 / N and κ σ 2 in Boltzmann approximation, respectively, reads
The origin of the second term in Eq. (7) is obvious. Furthermore, this equation apparently justifies the conclusions in [34] that in Boltzmann approximation
These expressions are valid in the final state, which can be characterized by chemical and thermal freeze-out. In other words, they depend on the chemical potential. Using relativistic momentum integrals shows that the products of moments result in a constant dependence
The fluctuations of conserved quantities are assumed to be sensitive to the structure of the hadronic system in its final state. As mentioned above, crossing the phase boundary or passing through critical endpoint is associated with large fluctuations. Most proposed fluctuation of observables are variations of second order moments of the distribution, such as particle ratio [18, 35] and charged dynamical measurement [36] . Then, the fluctuations are approximately related to ξ 2 [8] .
The ratio of standard deviation σ 2 and the mean multiplicity N for fermions and bosons
where ± stands for fermions and bosons, respectively. The results are given in Fig. 2 . We notice that the results are not spread. The thermal evolution of σ 2 / N seems not depending Decreasing µ increases the difference between σ 2 / N and σ.
The multiplication of kurtosis by σ 2 called κ ef f [37] is apparently equivalent to the ratio of 3-rd order moment to 2-nd order moment. In lattice QCD and QCD-like models, κ ef f is found to diverge near the critical endpoint [30, 32] . In HRG, the bosonic and fermionic products read κ σ
When ignoring the constant term in Eqs. (4) and (5), then the second terms in the previous expressions entirely disappear. The results are given in Fig. 4 . In the hadronic sector, the dependence of κ σ 2 on the temperature T at different µ-values is depicted. We notice that increasing T is accompanied with a drastic declination in κ σ 2 . Also, we find that κ σ 2 flips its sign at large T . Also when comparing their dependences on the chemical potentials at the freeze-out boundary, Fig. 5 , it is apparent that the µ-dependence increases when the normalized fourth order moment is included. The product κ σ 2 calculated at the freeze-out boundary leads to some interesting findings. First, κ σ 2 almost vanishes or even flips its sign. Second, the T and µ corresponding to vanishing κ σ 2 are coincident with the phenomenologically measured freeze-out parameters.
IV. CHEMICAL FREEZE-OUT AND NORMALIZED HIGHER ORDER MO-

MENTS
In rest frame of produced particle, the hadronic matter can be determined by constant degrees of freedom, for instance, s/T 3 (4/π 2 ) = const [20, 21] . The quantity const is assigned to 5 and 7 for two and three quark flavors, respectively. The chemical freeze-out is related to the particle creation. Therefore, the abundances of different particle species are controlled by the chemical potential, which obviously depends on T . With the beam energy, T is increasing, while the baryon densities at mid-rapidity is decreasing. The estimation of the macroscopic parameters of the chemical freeze-out can be extracted from particle ratio.
These parameters collected over the last three decades seem to fellow regular patterns as the beam energy increases [11, 20, 21] . The higher order moments have been suggested to control the chemical freeze-out, so that several conditions have been proposed [38] .
As introduced in section III A, the thermal evolution of κ σ 2 slowly decreases. It vanishes and changes its sign. This result seems to update previous studies [39, 40] , where κ σ 2 was assumed to remain finite and positive with increasing µ. In the present work, we find that the sign of κ σ 2 is flipped at high T [41] . Furthermore, we find that the T -and µ-parameters, at which the sign is flipped are amazingly coincide with the ones of the chemical freeze-out.
Vanishing κ σ 2 for boson and fermion, respective, reads
The rhs and lhs in both expressions can be re-written as
which is valid for both bosons and fermions. Then, the chemical freeze-out is defined, if the condition
is fulfilled. At the chemical freeze-out curve, a naive estimation leads to ξ ∼ 3 1/3 fm. In doing this, it is assumed that the proportionality coefficients of κ ∼ ξ 7 and χ ∼ ξ 2 , are equal.
An estimation for ξ in the heavy-ion collisions has been reported [42] . Near a critical point, the experimental value ∼ 2 − 3 fm (only factor 3 larger) agrees well with our estimation.
At the chemical freeze-out curve, the intensive parameters T and µ which are related to the extensive properties entropy and particle number, respectively, have to be determined over a wide range of beam energies. Fig. 5 collects a large experimental data set. For a recent review, we refer to [11] (filled squares) and the references therein. The filled circles are taken from [43] . The upwards and downwards triangle represent HADES [44] and FOPI [45] results, respectively. The solid curve represents a set of T and µ, at which κ σ 2 vanishes as calculated in HRG. It is obvious that this curve reproduces very well the experimental data. As given above, at this curve the normalized fourth order moment κ is equal to three times the squared susceptibility χ. This new condition seems to guarantee the condition introduced in [20, 21] ; s/T 3 = const. over the range 0 < µ < 0.8 GeV.
A. Physics of vanishing κ σ 2 or equivalently m 4 = 3χ 2
The kurtosis is assumed to give the degree of peakedness of a given distribution and the heaviness of its tail. Alternatively, the kurtosis is defined as the location-and scale-free movement of the highest probability from the shoulders of a distribution to its center and tails [46] . In the present work, the kurtosis "excess" is utilized, for instance Eqs. (4) and (5) for fermions and bosons, respectively. The kurtosis excess belongs to a normal distribution that vanishes. Whether kurtosis or kurtosis "excess", what matters is the origin or the nature of the variance σ. If the data is not peaky, it is said that the variance is distributed throughout the distribution. But if the data is peaky, then the variance is supposed to go closer to the "center". In that case, its origin is the tail.
The variance is related to the second order momentum, the susceptibility,
Furthermore, it is found that the product of normalized moments κ σ 2 is equivalent to determined when the sign of κ σ 2 is flipped. The filled circles are taken from [11] and filled squares from [43] . The upwards and downwards triangle represent HADES [44] and FOPI [45] results, respectively.
the ratio of non-normalized quartic to quadratic order moments m 4 /m 2 . On one hand, the fluctuations of m 4 /m 2 of the net quark number, R 4,2 = m 4 /m 2 , is studied in the lattice QCD at finite T and µ [47, 48] and interpreted as a valuable probe of deconfinement and chiral dynamics [47] . Furthermore, the inverse compressibility, R κ , calculated in some effective models is interpreted as a useful observable for identifying the position of the critical endpoint in the QCD phase diagram [49] . On the other hand, comparing the ratios of higher order moments of electric charge to preliminary data on higher order moments of the net electric charge distribution from the STAR collaboration, it is concluded that freeze-out temperature and chemical potential can be determined from first principles [48] . It is worthwhile to mention that the connections between the ratios of higher order moments and the freeze-out parameters lie on the same line with the present and previous work [1].
Accordingly, the freeze-out parameters are given, if κ σ 2 vanishes or equivalently
The dependence of κ σ 2 on the temperature T is presented in Fig. 4 at different chemical potentials µ. We find a drastic decrease in κ σ 2 with increasing T . Furthermore, the decrease continues so that at a certain value of T , the sign of κ σ 2 flips out. The temperature at which κ σ 2 -sign flips depends on µ. The resulting T and µ are coincident with the phenomenologically measured freeze-out parameters, Fig. 5 .
B. Other Conditions for Chemical Freeze-Out Parameters
Starting from phenomenological observations at SIS energy, it was found that the averaged energy per averaged particle ǫ/n ≈ 1 GeV [50] , where Boltzmann approximations are applied in calculating ǫ/n, this constant ratio is assumed to describe the whole T − µ b diagram. For completeness, we mention that the authors assumed that the pions and rho-mesons get dominant, at high T and small µ b . The second criterion assumes that total baryon number density n b + nb ≈ 0.12 fm −3 [51] . In framework of percolation theory, the authors of Ref.
[52] have suggested a third criterion. As shown in Fig. 2 of [20] , the last two criteria seem to give almost identical results. All of them are stemming from phenomenological observation. A fourth criterion based on lattice QCD simulations was introduced in Ref. [20, 21] . Accordingly, the entropy normalized to cubic temperature is assumed to remain constant over the whole range of baryo-chemical potentials, which is related to the nucleusnucleus center-of-mass energies √ s N N [11] . An extensive comparison between constant ǫ/n and constant s/T 3 is given in [20, 21] .
In framework of hadron resonance gas, the thermodynamic quantities deriving the chemical freeze-out are deduced [20, 21] . The motivation of suggesting constant normalized entropy is the comparison to the lattice QCD simulations with two and three flavors. We simply found the s/T 3 = 5 for two flavors and s/T 3 = 7 for three flavors. Furthermore, we confront the hadron resonance gas results to the experimental estimation for the freeze-out parameters, T and µ b .
In the present work, we introduce a novel condition characterizing the freeze-out parameters. To this extend, the higher order moments are applied [1]. Vanishing κ σ 2 or equivalently m 4 /χ = 3 results in T -µ sets coincident with the phenomenologically estimated ones. Recently, lattice QCD calculations confirm the same connection between the ratios of higher order fluctuations and the freeze-out parameters [48, 53] .
V. CONCLUSION
In the present work, the non-normalized order moments of the particle multiplicity are calculated in the HRG model. We studied the thermal evolution of the first four normalized order moments and their products (ratios) at different chemical potentials µ. By doing that, the evaluate the normalized moments are estimated at the chemical freeze-out curve. It has been found that non-monotonic behavior reflecting dynamical fluctuation and strong correlations appears starting from the normalized third order moment (skewness S). Furthermore, non-monotonicity is observed in the normalized fourth order moment, the kurtosis κ, and its products. These are novel observations. Although HRG is exclusively applicable below T c i.e. it does not include deconfinement phase transition, it is apparent that the higher order moments are able to give signatures for the critical phenomena. Based on these findings, we introduced novel conditions characterizing the chemical freeze-out curve as follows. The chemical freeze-out curve is described by m 4 = 3 χ 2 , where χ is the susceptibility in particle number, i.e. the second order moment. We are able to estimate the freeze-out parameters, although the hadron resonance gas model basically does not contain information on the criticality related with the chiral dynamics and singularity in the physical observables required to locate the critical endpoint, for instance. After submitting this work, a new paper was posted to arXiv, in which the authors used the second order moment (susceptibility) and the fourth order one (kurtosis) as they are apparently sensitive to the phase transition [48, 53] . Furthermore, comparing the ratios of higher order moments of electric charge to preliminary data on higher order moments of the net electric charge distribution from the STAR collaboration, it was concluded that freeze-out parameters can be determined from first principles (lattice QCD) [48] . 
